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Introduction
What do Napoleon, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania,
and the War of 1812 in North America have in common?
Ninety-nine men – and this is their story…

Setting the Stage
At the time of Napoleon, Europe had become a
web of nations, both large and small. The French
Revolution had failed and Napoleon had come to
power in 1799. Two powerful nations, Britain and
France, attempting to maintain their pre-eminent
positions, had become expansionist. From 1772 to
1795, in three partitions, the Polish Lithuanian
Commonwealth comprised of the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania (GDL) and the Kingdom of Poland had
been subsumed into Prussia and Russia. Napoleon
signed the Treaty of Tilsit (Tilžė) with Alexander of
Russia, achieving a peace with Russia which was
not to last. But, for a time, this allowed Napoleon
to concentrate his forces against the British in the
Peninsular War.1

1 Negotiating the Treaty of Tilsit

Facing a shortage of military resources, these countries
formed national alliances, conscripting or contracting
military forces to move forward. Ever the opportunist,
Napoleon acquired military forces from the nations he had
overrun. Smaller nations, such as Switzerland, supplied
forces to Britain and to France, among others, to ensure their
own continued survival.
Ethnic Lithuanians had never lost their desire to be a
sovereign nation and men born in the Grand Duchy of
Lithuania (GDL) joined regiments of countries that they
thought would ultimately aid the quest for independence.
Consequently, Grand Duchy Lithuanians were to be found in
the forces of Napoleon who had made them promises of a
return to the Polish Lithuanian Commonwealth and other
nations in the various alliances in Europe.2
2 Soldier of the Vistula Legion
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Among these were ninety-nine Grand Duchy of Lithuania soldiers, mostly members of the Vistula Legion,
a Polish force which fought for Napoleon. 3 These men were to fight for a time, not in Europe, but in
Canada, members of the Swiss de Watteville regiment under the control of the Britain, fighting in a war
against the United States.
Some lost their lives in battle and are buried near where they fell. The rest, having fought the War of
1812, an important event in the shaping of Canada, were presented with opportunities to settle in the
area they had defended. Just one man, Andreas Koegto of Skrebėnai, Jonava County, took the chance to
stay, thereby becoming become the first known person from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania to stay on
Canadian soil. This is the story of all of them.
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The de Watteville Regiment4
Grand Duchy Soldiers5
Swiss regiments were organized by wealthy and powerful oligarchs who,
with the acquiescence of the canton governments of Switzerland,
supplied military forces under contract to various nations in Europe. These
mercenary regiments brought income back to the cantons and helped
small Switzerland maintain its precarious independence.
Originally these regiments were entirely Swiss, however, as economic
conditions shifted, careers in the military became less attractive to Swiss
citizens. Gradually the Swiss regiments evolved: the officers continued to
be Swiss but the men came from many nations.
In 1801 the de Watenwyl family of Berne created the de Watteville
Regiment from the remainders of other regiments defeated by Napoleon.
It was directed by Austria but funded by Britain to carry out the
continuing goal to defeat Napoleon in Europe. The regiment was sent first
to Egypt and then on to Sicily. Over the period of its existence (18011815), 99 soldiers from the Grand Duchy of Lithuania fought as members
of the de Watteville Regiment (see Table 1 for a complete list of the
ninety-nine, their birthplaces and date and place of their enlistment).5
Loyalty in mercenary regiments could be fragile and desertion was a
common problem on all sides. After its defeat at Messina (Sicily) in the
Peninsular War, the French army lost many men, some of whom joined
the de Watteville Regiment.
At various times during the
period 1802-1810 the
regiment was stationed at
Malta, Gibralter and Cadiz,
with new soldiers joining the
regiments there.
Desertions went the other
way too with some soldiers
deserting to the French in
1807.

Early Enlistments
(approximately 1803)
Marc Polokowitz
Jean Joseph
Mathias Caspar

Enlistments after
French defeat at
Messina
Jean Bobel
Joseph Bullat
Joseph Dierbitzky
Gregor Golombiofsky
Joseph Grazolsky
Mathias Krabinsky
Michel Lipka
Theodore Markowitz
Jean Passili
John Rattavil
Martin Sabolsky
Jacques Stezock

Other Enlistments in
this period
Michel Dabuševičius (or
Doboschowitz)

Joseph Jacop
Daniel Mayer
Theodore Polaisky
Thomas Saschila
Gregor Wissoosky (or
Wisnosky)

Desertions, 1807
3 Uniforms of the de Watteville Regiment

Mathias Caspar
Joseph Grasolsky
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5 Prisoners baking their own bread, Norman Cross prisoner of war camp

By 1813, the British had taken more than 56,000 prisoners-of-war.6 These unfortunates were held in
miserable prison camps or on dilapidated ships (“prison hulks”) in England and elsewhere. Britain, facing
a manpower shortage and the enormous cost of sustaining these prisoners, encouraged them to switch
sides and enlist in the British Army, segregated into the Foreign Regiments. Many Grand Duchy
Lithuanians7, captured and held at Cadiz, Spain, or in England, enlisted as de Wattevilles.

4 The de Watteville Regiment Headquarters, Lymington England
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Table 1. The soldiers, their birthplaces and details of their enlistment5
Name
Birthplace
Initial Enlistment date
Joseph Alexowitz
Pavat Balsiz
Paul Bartoscheck
Laurent Baxa
Jean Bobel
Stanislaus Bokath
Jean Borcosky
Jean Borgosqkis
Jacob Borgossky
Francesco Borovas
Joseph Bullat
Theodor Carkielo
Mathias Caspar
George Dereskowitz
Joseph Dierbitzky
Michel Doboschowitz
Jacob Dutkowsky
Johan Flurea
Florentz Gablinsky
Michel Gailsky
Albert Ggosky
Gregor Golombiofsky
Joseph Grazolsky
Matthias Gretschman
Gottfried Hillert
Joseph Jacop
Adam Jaseydis
Anton Jatzowitz
Jean Joseph
Jacob Jvinsky
Johan Karewa
Matthias Karigor
Anton Kassidka
Andre Koegto
Vincent Korsinsky
Michel Kortschinsky
Mathias Krabinsky
Gaspard Kraschofsky
Vincent Kularsky
Michel Kuna
Albert Labosh
Martin Lenkowich
George Lepsky
Francis Levait
Joseph Lewosky
Michel Lipka
Pierre Lisaidis
Michel Lukaidis
Stephan Lukaidis
Paul Lutzscha
Paolo Maderofsky
Adam Madiosaidis
Felix Makofsky

Saleniki, Šiauliai county
Gossmick
Irišiai
Drusėnai, Utena county
Zarnedavas
"Natif de Poland", later listed as Posen
Sargėnai, Kaunas county
Račiai, Šiauliai county
Pramušė, Ukmergė county
Drusėnai, Utena county
Prienai
Medeikiai, Biržai county
Stalai, Seinai county
Vildžiūnai, Ukmergė county or Vilnius
Katkai, Kėdainiai county
Naumiestis, Šakiai county
Gardinas
Naumiestis, Šakiai county
Laukuva
Sičiūnai, Ukmergė county
Stempliai, Švėkšna, Tauragė county
Smalininkai, Varėna county
Lekėčiai
Šakiai
Lapšiai, Alytus county
Panevėžys
Marijampolė
Dugai, Vilkaviškis county
Radžiūnai, Alytus county
Meškabūdis, Šakiai county
Kaunas
Olckai, Marijampolė county
Skrebėnai, Jonava county
Punskas
Kalvarija
Vilnius or Kaunas
Starkai
Pocvietis, Vilkaviškis county
Prienai
Mešliniai, Vilkaviškis county
Naumiestis, Šakiai county or Vilnius
Vilnius
Gervėčiai, Vilnius county
Gardinas
Paižnis, Tauragė county
Naumiestis, Šakiai county
Kudirkos Naumiestis
Marijampolė
Gelažūnai, Alytus county
Abarsiai, Šiauliai county
"Littau en Braband"
Mišiūnai

Where enlisted

August 11, 1810
August 10, 1810
September 28, 1810
August 10, 1810
August 10, 1806
July 7, 1809
August 10, 1810
August 11, 1810
August 16, 1810
August 10, 1810
August 30, 1806
November 16, 1810
May 1, 1801
August 10, 1810
August 10, 1806
July 7, 1809
January 18, 1811
September 28, 1810
September 27, 1811
November 14, 1811
August 11, 1810
August 14, 1806
August 4, 1806
September 28, 1810
November 11, 1811
October 3, 1806
August 17, 1810
July 18, 1810
December 25, 1802
October 20, 1811
September 28, 1810
August 16, 1810
September 28, 1810
August 11, 1810
August 10, 1810
October 8, 1810
August 14, 1806

England
England
Spain
England
Messina, Sicily
Messina, Sicily
England
England
England
England
Messina, Sicily
England
-England
Messina, Sicily
Messina, Sicily
England
Spain
England
England
England
?
Messina, Sicily
Spain
England
Malta
England
England
Malta
England
England
England
England
England
England
England

July 18, 1810
July 18, 1810
August 10, 1810
July 18, 1810
July 18, 1810
August 10, 1810
September 28, 1810
August 10, 1806
August 16, 1810
August 16, 1810
August 11, 1810
October 28, 1811
August 16, 1810
August 17, 1810

England
England
England
England
England
England
England
Messina, Sicily
England
England
England
England
England
England
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Matthias Makoletz
Joseph Mantel
Dominique Marinok
Theodore Markowitz
Jacob Martin
Daniel Mayer
Angelo Mayhi
Frantz Michalofsky
Joseph Naivecademene
Joseph Nowitzky
Albert Oleca
Johan Olex
Gaspart Passeck
Jean Passili
Michel Paulus
Theodore Polaisky
Marc Polokowitz
Alexander Porel
Johan Pouwara
Mathias Rathiavicz
John Rattavil
Martin Raubeidet
Frederic Redick
Johan Remansosky
Anton Ronaitis
Thomas Rosseck
Martin Sabolsky
Adam Sacolsky
Peter Salesky
Frantz Salosky
Simon Sappreko
Thomas Saschila
Waltromo Schnorzky
Joseph Scholna
Roman Sęarazoch
Johan Sederook
Jean Senky
Paul Shelensky
Jacques Stezock
Carl Vanks
Richar Wasilo
Gregor Wissoosky
Matthias Woitzeck
Ignace Zasinski
Ignatz Zasinsky
Matthias Zukofsky

Vyžainis
Suostai, Biržai county
Kalvarija
Brest- Litovsk
Kungiai, Telšiai county
Žemiškėliai, Ukmergė county
Bončiai, Panevėžys county
Svyriai
Gardinas
Barčiai, Varėna county
Pasieniai, Marijampolė county
Leskava, Marijampolė county
Linkuva
Kriavas
Mešliniai, Vilkaviškis county
Strošiūnai, Trakai county
Šiauliai
Doniškiai, Utena county
Leviškiai, Tauragė county
Gardinas
"Moscau"
Liepalotas, Marijampolė county
Vėluva, East Prussia
Gerbesa
Marijampolė
Svaiginiai, Šakiai county
Gardinas
Vilnius
Naumai, Tauragnai county
Daukšiai, Marijampolė county
Valnykai
Šiauliai
Vyžainis
Liškiava
Skūaudžiai, Marijampolė county
Makniūnai, Alytus county
Marijampolė
Garužėnai, Kaunas county
Ašminta, Marijampolė county
Mickai, Šakiai county
Molodečka
Rusingė, Alytus county
Garliava
Poland
Vilnius
Svyriai

July 18, 1810
July 5, 1810
1811
August 10, 1806
September 28, 1810
November 25, 1809
August 10, 1810
July 18
August 16, 1810
August 10, 1810
August 16, 1810
August 16, 1810

England
England
England
Messina, Sicily
Spain or England
Melazzo, Malta
England
England
England
England
England
England

August 11, 1806
October 28, 1811
October 3, 1806
1801
August 16, 1810
July 18, 1810

Messina, Sicily
England

July 19, 1810
July 18, 1810
April 16, 1812
August 16, 1810
September 28, 1810
September 26, 1810
July 19, 1810
August 16, 1810
January 13, 1811
August 11, 1810
September 28, 1810
September 30, 1806
September 17, 1811
August 16, 1810
July 18, 1810
September 28, 1810
September 6, 1811
September 17, 1811
August 12, 1806
October 20, 1811
August 10, 1810
November 2, 1806

Gibraltar
England
Cadiz
England
Spain
Spain
Gibralter
England
England
England
Spain
Malta
England
England
England
Spain
Cartagena
Cartagena
Messina, Sicily
England
England
Malta

August 10, 1810
August 16, 1810

England
England

Germany
England
England
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Despite being former prisoners-of-war, these men were placed on the
same footing as other British soldiers. Their pay was the same and they
were enlisted for the common period of 7 years. When the enlistment
period was complete, they were given a choice of re-enlisting or being
repatriated.
Only one of the Grand Duchy Lithuanians appears to have died in
Europe during the Peninsular War: Stephen Lukaidis on February 7,
1813, at Cadiz. While in Europe Matthias Woitzeck and Ignace Zasinski
were promoted to Corporal.
De Watteville was an enlightened leader. The regiment had
documented its expected behaviours in both the capitulation (contract)
signed with the British and in the regiment’s manual, both of which
required a high standard of courtesy and discipline. De Watteville also
formed a regimental school which was used to improve the literacy of
the men as well as educate the children of the families permitted to
accompany the regiment (the officers and one ninth of the men could
have their families with them). All sergeants plus at least two men from
each company were required to attend the school.
Because so many nations were represented in the regiment, the
working language was a continual problem. This issue is amply
demonstrated in the regimental records which are written in French,
German, and English, sometimes all three on the same page. Particularly
in North America, British leadership attempted to impose English as the
de facto working language of the regiment but always with mixed
success.
The regiment had earned a solid reputation as a competent fighting
force and was retained at the end of the Napoleonic Wars, while other
units were disbanded in post-war cost cutting. As the regiment started
its departure from Cadiz (Spain), April 4, 1813, its reputation and
performance were recognized by British military leadership.89

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Deaths in Europe, 1813
Stephen Lukaidis

Promotion to Corporal
Matthias Woitzeck
Ignace Zasinski
“Major General Cooke
requests Colonel de Watteville
will communicate to the
Officers and Soldiers of the
Regiment under his
command…though he has
great regret at parting with so
excellent a Corps…he has a
satisfaction in knowing that it
is to join an Army which is
employed on an important
scene of operations, where he
is convinced the Services of the
Regt. De Watteville will
always be distinguished”
General Orders, Cadiz, Spain,
April 4, 18138

Table 2. Nationalities
Represented in the Regiment in
18119
Soldiers
Polish/GDL

721

Swiss

233

German

223

Italian

203

French

52

Flemish

32

Greek

24

Total

1,488
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North America – the War of 1812
In North America, the United States had fought the Revolutionary War with the support of France and
achieved its independence from Britain in 1776. Canada remained British; Quebec having been won
from France in 1759. France remained a major trading partner of the United States. Britain, at war with
France and not having been able to defeat Napoleon on land, attempted to starve France into
submission by blockading its ports, severely impacting the US economy. The Royal Navy harassed the US
by stopping its ships in international waters and removing sailors it considered to be British citizens.
The United States also desired to expand westward into territories belonging to indigenous tribes which
had been organized into a defensive confederacy, supported with weapons supplied by the British.10

6 Proclamation of War to citizens of Upper Canada
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7 News report of opening hostilities, War of 1812
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The Americans declared war in 1812, while the British were still fully occupied fighting the French in
Europe. The border with the Canadas stretched over two thousand kilometres from the Atlantic Ocean
inland along the St Lawrence River and the Great Lakes to the trading post at Fort Michilimackinac on
the upper lakes. The Americans planned a three-pronged attack across a broad front: across the western
Great Lakes and into Upper Canada to subdue the indigenous allies of the British, through the Niagara
Peninsula further east to capture the British settlements there, and lastly toward Montreal to take the
port and main population centre. 11
The land was largely virgin forest, unsettled by Europeans. The total population of Upper Canada was
only about 100,000, spread along the river and lake shores and there were few roads connecting new
villages and the few large settlements.
From the British point of view, this was a defensive war to maintain its colonial possessions while still
embroiled in the war with Napoleon in Europe. The British were determined to hold the Canadas:
Upper Canada (the present-day Ontario) and Lower Canada (now Quebec). Over this vast expanse the
British had only 1,600 regular soldiers12 and a few irregular militia units made up of farmers and
townsmen. Canadian loyalty to Britain was not solid as many people were of French or American origin
or depended on trade with the US for their livelihood. Although Britain struck first and successfully at
Detroit, there was an urgent need to augment its forces.
By 1813 the war was essentially in stalemate13. The US had command of Lake Erie and were in a
shipbuilding race on Lake Ontario with superiority alternating between Britain and the US as each new
ship was launched. On land, American campaigns had successfully captured and pillaged York (now
called Toronto) and Fort George on the Niagara Peninsula. However, the Americans, plagued by
wavering forces, did not hold York for long and were driven back when they attempted to capitalize on
their victory at Fort George.
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8 The theatre of the War of 1812 - Eastern North America

De Watteville’s Arrival in North America April to May 1813
The de Watteville Regiment sailed from Cadiz on April 6, 1813, on the Dick, Lord Cathcart, John &
Robert, Rolla, Malabar and Golden Fleece and arrived at Halifax, Nova Scotia, on May 17, 1813, after a
largely uneventful voyage. There had been a few disciplinary lapses, none involving the Grand Duchy
Lithuanians. The ships sailed again quickly, leaving Halifax on May 22. Bad weather caused the convoy to
break up but all the regiment had arrived safely by June 7 at Quebec, where they transferred to smaller
ships to go upriver to Montreal. From there some sailed and some marched the 290 km. to Kingston,
Ontario, which was to become their main base for the remainder of the war. A small detachment was
left at Fort Wellington, near Prescott, to improve its fortifications, it being less than a kilometre from the
United States.

9 Regimental diary of the de Watteville Regiment, describing its arrival in Canada and its strength

The de Watteville regiment significantly increased the strength of British forces in Canada. The
regiment’s members were 11.5% of Britain’s 12,060 troops 14. More specifically, Grand Duchy
Lithuanians were about 1% of Britain’s forces in Canada at the time.
Once in North America, supplying the regiment was to be a continuing problem. New recruits could not
be raised locally and had to be transported by sailing ship from the depot at Lymington, near Plymouth,
England. Clothing was issued once per year and came from England. Fortunately for the De Wattevilles,
the clothing issue for 1813 arrived just in time for the transfer to Kingston. They would need it to survive
the cold Canadian winter.
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Loss of the Flank Companies – October 5, 1813
Flank companies are two groups of elite soldiers: the right flank
company are grenadiers, trained for assault operations, the
tallest, strongest soldiers in the regiment. The left flank is the
light infantry, the smallest, fastest soldiers in the regiment used
for scouting, raiding and skirmishing.15 On September 21, 1813,
both flank companies of the de Watteville Regiment were
ordered to join the Centre Division of the British army at York.
There was concern about an impending invasion of the capital.
They travelled by open boats, called bateaux, across the Bay of
Quinte and then marched to York.
New information told the British of a buildup of forces at Sackets
Harbor, NY, about 30 kilometres from Kingston. As soon as the
flank companies arrived at York they were hurried back to
Kingston by small ship. They were expecting to be protected by
larger British ships but the escort never met up with the convoy.

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Captured in the loss of the
flank companies
Michel Dabuševičius
Michel Paulus

Discharged, 1813
Previously invalided in Spain:
Mathias Rathiavicz
Thomas Saschila

Did not re-enlist at end of
term:
Joseph Dierbitzky
Joseph Jacop
Michel Kortschinsky
Mathias Krabinsky
Theodore Polaisky
Jacques Stezock

Desertions, 1813
Joseph Jvinsky
Johan Olex
Carl Vanks
Gregor Wissoosky
Mathias Woitzeck
Ignatz Zazinsky
10 Main Duck Island

Thirty kilometres from Kingston, off Main Duck Island, just
offshore near Sackets Harbor, they encountered an American
squadron, under Commodore Chauncey, who captured them
easily. Forty-four soldiers on the Enterprise escaped but the
majority (190 men) became prisoners-of-war. Among these were

Death, April 1814
Adam Sacolsky
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Michel Dabuševičius and Michel Paulus16. The prisoners-of-war were taken to a prison camp at Pittsfield,
Massachusetts.
The loss of the flank companies was a huge blow to the regiment. They had lost most of their elite
soldiers, who could only be replaced through the depot in England. 17
The rest of the de Wattevilles continued to be quartered at Kingston, working on the defenses for Point
Henry, which four of their companies started in October.18 During this time there were some changes to
the regiment: some were discharged because of their physical condition, others reached the end of their
seven-year enlistment period and chose to go home rather than re-enlist. Adam Sacolsky died in April.
From August through November some deserted, most likely migrating to the United States.
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The Battle of Oswego - May 5-7, 1814

11 Arriving at Oswego

Oswego, NY, was the depot for supplies used to outfit American ships
being built at Sacket’s Harbor. De Wattevilles plus others were sent
from Kingston to destroy the supplies at Oswego, Sacket’s Harbour
being considered too large a target (it had previously been
unsuccessfully attacked).19
The forces set out from Kingston early on May 4th. Poor winds caused
them to arrive only at noon on May 5th. The attack was set for 8 PM –
the invaders having lost the element of surprise. Then at sunset, a gale
blew up, driving the invaders offshore and giving time for the
Americans to shift some of the supplies away. 20

“The Royal Marines form
20 paces on our right.
The Glengarries extend
themselves into the woods
on our left. Col. Fischer
commands: “Forward”.
The drum beats: the two
columns advance at the
charge. The enemy,
formed on the glacis* of
the Fort, continues his
firing: we are at the foot
of the glacis: the enemy
throws himself into the
Fort: his fire then
redoubles: our dead and
wounded fall: we continue
the charge: we are on top
of the glacis. The enemy
flees in disorder: we
pursue him for 30 or 40
paces distance: he flies
too fast: a discharge of
musketry would have
decimated him: our guns
do not work. The R.
Marines are in the Fort:
the English flag replaces
the American: the trumpet
sounds: we halt: it is six
minutes past one; it was
ten to one when Col.
Fischer had commanded –
forward…”20
Adjutant Joseph Mermet,
de Watteville Regiment
*Glacis: a slope or incline
running down from a
fortification
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12 Loading wounded into rowboats as Fort Oswego is captured in the background

The attack finally started at 1:30 PM on May 6th with supporting
fire from the Star and Charwell. The landing party included 200
seamen, a company of Glengarry Light Infantry and the two
newly formed flank companies of the de Watteville Regiment,
with the de Wattevilles leading the attack. The landing area was
full of shoals so many of the boats grounded and the men
needed to jump into waist deep water and wade while
encountering gunfire from the woods and the brow of the hill
where the fort was located. Several men were lost in the landing
including Gottfried Hillert.

The remainder of the de Wattevilles were held in reserve and, in
the end were not needed as the fort was captured in 15 minutes.
Sixty American soldiers were captured and the remaining
supplies transferred to the British or destroyed.
Although considered a success at the time, the raid did not
completely destroy the resources for Sacket’s Harbour, and the
Americans, although delayed, managed to launch the new ships.
In July, the prisoners-of-war were returned. Not a single de
Watteville soldier accepted the bounty offered to remain in the
United States.21

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Died in the attack
Gottfried Hillert

“During the period of their
captivity every art of seduction
was put into practice to induce
them to remain in the United
States. They were promised the
distinguished honour of
Citizenship, and exemption from
militia service; but, true to the
oath they had taken, and the
cause in which they had fought,
not one of them accepted the
offer.”21
Times of London, July 26, 1814

13 Capture of Fort Oswego
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The Battle of Fort Erie – August 15-16, 1814

“It was rather a bivouac than a
camp, the troops sheltering
themselves under some branches of
trees that only collected scattered
drops of rain, and sent them down in
a stream on the heads of the
inhabitants… neither clothes nor
bedding could be kept dry.”23
Assistant Surgeon William Dunlop,
89th Foot
14 American soldier at the gate of Fort Erie

The Americans had captured Fort Erie (across the Niagara
River from Buffalo, NY) on July 3, 1814. The British responded
to this incursion by putting the fort under a siege that was to
last until late September. The Battle of Fort Erie was a single
day action that was part of the siege. Although the Battle of
Lundy’s Lane is considered to be the bloodiest battle of the
War of 1812, the longer siege had more casualties.22

The weather through that summer was very wet and supplies
were limited. Sickness abounded in the uncomfortable
conditions in the encampment in the swampy woods
surrounding the fort. The de Wattevilles were a large part of
the siege force, along with other British forces. 23

“De Watteville’s Regiment…
consisted of all the nations of
Europe, but all of them had served
in the armies of Napoleon, and all of
them had learned to make the best of
a bad bargain. These, though they
had not the skill in the axe… took
down hemlock boughs… made
thatched wigwams, perfectly
waterproof… while our fellows had
no better shift than to frizzle their
rations of salt provisions on the ends
of their ramrods, these being
practical botanists, sent out one
soldier from each mess, who
gathered a haversack full of wild pot
herbs, with which and a little flour
their ration was converted into a
capital kettle of soup.” 23
Assistant Surgeon William Dunlop,
89th Foot
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Periodically the Americans came out to skirmish with the siege
force. In these skirmishes many were taken prisoner by the
Americans. Other were killed and a considerable number
deserted.

15 Lt. Genl. Gordon Drummond

As conditions were
becoming untenable,
the commander of the
British Forces, Lt.General Gordon
Drummond, planned a
night attack for August
15-16, 1814, to attempt
to push the Americans
back across the river to
American territory. It
was not a surprise
attack, as Drummond
had initiated an artillery
barrage two days
before the actual
attack.

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Prisoners of War in the Battle
of Fort Erie, August 8, 1814
Dominique Marinok
Theodor Carkielo
Michel Dabuševičius
Michel Paulus
Anton Ronaitis
Joseph Scholna

Missing, later returned
Francois Salosky

Killed August 12, 1814
Anton Kassidka

Deserters in the Battle of Fort
Erie
Jacob Borgosky
Mathias Gretschman
Anton Jatzowitz*
•

Marked as deserted but
later returned to Europe

16 The red line traces the route of the de Watteville commanded by Viktor
Fischer. The blue line traces the path of the Forlorn Hope.
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An advance force of de Wattevilles, called the Forlorn Hope 24
took on the high-risk mission of circling around the fort and
attacking from the river, up a steep cliff to the American
battery at the top. The rest of the de Wattevilles formed the
south arm of a pincer attack directly on the fort itself. The
north arm of the pincer was formed from other British
forces.
Drummond, wary of desertions and worried about losing the
element of surprise on the final attack, had the roll called
hourly and had two thirds of the de Wattevilles remove the
flints from their muskets, thus requiring them to attack the
Americans hand to hand with bayonets.25

“… the General had an idea of taking
the flints from the men’s arms. I
observed that ‘such a proceeding
must ensure defeat, if troops could not
be trusted with their flints they had
better leave their arms behind them. I
won’t answer for our men. If ordered
not to load, not a man would think of
it but if placed by accident in a
position where they might [be]
required to use them and find it
impossible to charge, they might be
destroyed without offering any
opposition.”25
John Le Couteur, Lt. 104th Foot

Forlorn Hope: A forlorn hope is a
band of soldiers or other combatants
chosen to take the vanguard in a
military operation, such as a suicidal
assault of a defended position where
the risk of casualties is high. Such a
band is also known as the enfants
perdus (French for “lost children”)
17 War of 1812 soldier shooting a Brown Bess musket

The attack began at 2 AM. The Forlorn Hope met with heavy
fire from the battery above. The soldiers in the de Watteville
arm of the pincer had been given ladders to scale the rough
tangle of sharpened trees laid before the wall of the fort.
The ladders were too short to span the distance and they
had to retreat under heavy fire. Five times they attacked and
failed. Not wanting to give up, the de Wattevilles then
attempted to go around the abatis to continue the attack on
the river side of the Fort where the Forlorn Hope was
already retreating. Confusion reigned as the two groups
mixed in the dark and some men were swept into the river.

Abatis: a field fortification consisting
of an obstacle formed of the
branches of tress laid in a row with
the sharpened tops directed
outwards towards the enemy
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On the north side, a magazine blew up, killing or wounding large
numbers of both British attacking force and American defenders.
There was nothing left to do but call off the attack. Heavily
impacted with casualties, the Americans did not press their
advantage and follow.26

“Thus by the misconduct of this
foreign corps has the opportunity
been totally lost for the present of
striking such a blow at the enemy’s
force in this neighbourhood as would
altogether prevent his appearing
again in any force on the Niagara
frontier, at least during the present
campaign”26
Lt. Genl. Gordon Drummond

18 Repulsion of the British force at the northern battery

Drummond blamed the de Wattevilles for the failure. His
superiors did not agree and noted a failure of leadership instead.

“I view with pain the agony of mind
of your experience from the
unfortunate termination of the night
attack you had been induced to make
on the 15th, and would gladly soothe
your feelings on this occasion…but
all I have heard since has confirmed
my prejudice to highly important
operations being performed in the
dark. Too much was required from de
Watteville’s Regiment so situated and
deprived, as I am told they were, of
their flints. The attempt has proved a
costly experiment, and its results will
be severely felt.” 26
Sir George Prevost

The British casualties were heavy: 222 killed, 309 wounded,
360 captured, 12 missing. The dead are probably buried under
the memorial marker that can be found at the Fort to this day.

19 Cairn to mark fallen soldiers at Fort Erie
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Fort Erie Sortie – September 17, 1814
The siege of Fort Erie continued. Conditions were deteriorating
further as autumn rain had begun and on September 16, the
British made the decision to end the siege and retreat northward
to Fort George. However, a lack of transport forced them to
delay until September 21st. Morale was low, typhoid fever had
been reported and desertions were increasing. Although they
continued to maintain pickets, the British became indifferent to
the actions being carried out by the Americans and did not
report increased activities to the officers. 27
The Americans were aware that the British were building a third
battery in the woods. Once completed they would be able to
completely cover Fort Erie with cannon fire and would force the
Americans to abandon the fort. Thus, on September 17th, in a
driving rain, the Americans were able to carry out an attack on
the camp in the woods. The de Wattevilles, in the front line
ahead of the main camp were completely surprised and
overwhelmed. The attack ended only when other forces came
from the rear to assist.
Losses were heavy and included many Grand Duchy Lithuanians.
Joseph Mantel was killed. Thomas Rosseck received a musket
ball in the left leg and was invalided.
With the other British forces, the de Watteville Regiment
abandoned the siege and went to Fort George to spend the
28September 20th Jacob Martin was killed.

"A deserter who had arrived in
the British Camp on the 15th
September gave information that
General Brown having resumed
the command of the American
army, would shortly [risk] a very
formidable attack on the British
positions… About 3 O'clock in the
afternoon of the 17 the Enemy
after throwing over an unusual
number of shell struck a sudden
attack…”27
Extract from an account of the
Battle of Fort Erie

Grand Duchy soldiers
Prisoners of War taken during
the sortie, September 17, 1814
Joseph Bullat
Adam Jesaidis
Michel Kuna
Michel Lukaidis
Mathias Macholitz
Adam Madiosaidis
Alexander Porel
Martin Sabolsky
Waltromo Schnorsky

Killed
Joseph Mantel

Wounded
Thomas Rosseck

Last soldier to die
Jacob Martin
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“…the cold, which easily
penetrates the miserable cottages
that we have built. Each faculty of
the body and mind is frozen in
those wretched regions. There
only remains the savage desire to
nourish and keep oneself warm.
Each person seeks the fire and,
when he finds it, he only quits it
for the most pressing needs of
nature.” 28
Lt. DiCenta,
de Watteville Regiment

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Desertions
20
21Blockhouses
Winter quarters
at Fort George

Conditions at Fort George were not comfortable and morale was
low.28

Laurent Baxa
George Lepsky

The entire siege cost 1,551 British casualties which, when
combined with the previous battle at Lundy’s Lane, represented about 10 percent of Britain’s forces in
North America. Although Britain was not losing the war, the cost of the standoff was becoming
exceedingly high, making armistice negotiations more urgent.
There were just a few more changes to
the regiment both desertions and new
recruits. The last Grand Duchy
Lithuanian, Stanislaus Bokath arrived in
July 1816, only to be almost immediately
sent home with the others upon
disbandment of the regiment.
In the depths of that winter, the war
ended with the Treaty of Ghent. Neither
side had scored a decisive victory.

22 Signing of the Treaty of Ghent
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After the War – the Land Offer in Canada
The long series of wars in Europe and North America was finally
coming to an end. In May 1815, at the end of the long winter at
Fort George, the regiment embarked on the Psyche and went to
Sorel on the south bank of the St. Lawrence downstream from
Montreal. The Americans returned their prisoners of war to
them there in 1815. The de Wattevilles were the largest
regiment remaining in Canada. 29

The Regiment shall … enjoy all
such Privileges, Advantages,
Allowances and Honours as are
or may be granted or allowed to a
British Regiment, wherever it may
serve; … and the Regiment is in
every respect to be treated as a
British Regiment, wherever His
Majesty may think fit to employ
it.”
26th clause of the Capitulation of
the Regiment de Watteville,
December 24, 1802

Britain’s treasury was empty and it no longer had a need to
maintain a large military force. Some regiments were returned to
England to be redeployed or disbanded. However, without a
decisive settlement of the War of 1812, Britain continued to be
concerned about American expansionism and needed to
maintain a military presence in Canada. Before the war had
Grand Duchy Soldiers
ended, English authorities were already thinking about offering
land in Canada on which veterans of the War of 1812 could
Discharged at Kingston,
settle. The purpose of this offer was to retain a trained military
Ontario, June 15, 1816
force that could be quickly called upon in the event of an
Andre Koegto
American invasion, already located on expected invasion routes.
Michel Kuna
The capitulations (contracts) signed by the foreign regiments
Jean Romanofsky
required that they receive the same offers as other British
30
regiments in all respects and that included an offer of land. It
was proposed that the foreign regiments (De Watteville and De
Meuron) receive land in two strategic areas: the Perth Military settlement near the Rideau River just
north of Kingston and the St. Francis Settlement (now called Drummondville) on the St. Francis River in
the Eastern Townships of Lower Canada (Quebec).

In June 1816, the regiment transferred to Kingston to replace the 104th Foot, who were going home to
Britain, and started to disband. Each private soldier was offered 100 acres of land, other ranks were
granted more. They and their families were also to be given provisions for a year and tools with which to
clear and cultivate some land, most of which was rough, raw bush. After three years, provided that the
land had been reasonably cleared, cultivated and a house built, the land would become theirs. One
hundred and forty grants of land were made to de Wattevilles in the Perth settlement. A couple of men
initially took land at St. Francis but exchanged it land for other lots in the Perth settlement. In the end,
all the de Wattevilles were together. Although offered, none of the grants were taken up by Grand
Duchy Lithuanians.
Most of the de Wattevilles were discharged at Kingston, Ontario on June 15, 1816. The men were given
two months pay to assist with the transition out of the regiment. It is possible that Jean Romanofsky
and Michel Kuna migrated to the United States. While held in America as prisoners, many of the de
Wattevilles had been paroled into the local area around the Pittsfield, Massachusetts depot as much
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23 The land offer to veterans of the War of 1812
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needed labour for farms, etc. Grand Duchy Lithuanians would have been familiar with the people and
the opportunities in the US.
The de Wattevilles who did take up the land offer encountered many
obstacles. Not enough land had been surveyed and divided into lots in
time for work that summer. It was heavily covered in a tangle of bush
and overgrown trees. Some of the land was swamp and had to be
exchanged for better. Some found the work of clearing the land
difficult and had neither the ability nor the energy to do the work. But
some were successful and eventually attained ownership of the land.
Others, discouraged, drifted south to the United States to find work.

24 Land in similar condition to the land
granted soldiers at the Rideau settlement

25 Map of the Rideau settlement
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The Red River Settlement
On September 4, 1812, 187,000 sq. km. of land chartered by the Hudson’s Bay Company for its fur
trading business was transferred to Thomas Douglas, Earl of Selkirk, for the purpose of creating an
agricultural colony in the Canadian west, located near where Winnipeg stands today. He intended to
settle the land with destitute Scots and Irish settlers, small holding tenant farmers who had been
displaced by wealthy landowners wanting to graze more profitable sheep. 31

26 Land transferred by the Hudson’s Bay Company to the Earl of Selkirk

The settlement became caught in the violent rivalry between the Hudson’s Bay Company and its main
competitor, the Northwest Company, who viewed the colony as a threat. The Northwest Company
attempted to destroy the colony by rousing the local population against the settlers and by burning and
pillaging the settlement.
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The Earl of Selkirk arrived in Canada at the end of the War of 1812, greatly concerned about events in
the west. Lord Selkirk’s men met up with the remaining de Wattevilles as they were marching to Sorel to
be repatriated to Europe and induced some of them and soldiers from the De Meuron Regiment to
accompany them to the west to provide military support to the settlers. Although soldiers from both
regiments were hired, the soldiers became generally known in the colony as the de Meurons. In
retaliation for the destruction of the western settlement, the soldiers captured and held for a time the
Northwest Company’s main trading post at Fort William, Ontario. Then they continued westward and
became settlers themselves. Selkirk was interested in the “Poles” among the foreign regiments as he
thought they would make good farmer colonists. He was expecting more Poles to emigrate and was
prepared to provide a better land offer than the one made by the British to these men already. 32
In 1817, Selkirk and five chiefs and warriors of the Chippeaway or Sautaux Nation, and the Killistine or
Cree Nation signed a treaty acknowledging the use of the land by the colony, paying the tribes for the
use of the land with an annual quit rent of 100 pounds of merchantable tobacco. This was the first
treaty signed in Western Canada that recognized indigenous land rights.

27 Treaty signed by the Chiefs and Selkirk
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THIS INDENTURE, made on the eighteenth day of July, in the fifty-seventh year of the reign of our Sovereign
Lord King George the Third, and in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventeen, between the
undersigned Chiefs and warriors of the Chippeway or Saulteaux Nation and of the Killistine or Cree Nation,
on the one part, and the Right Honourable Thomas Earl of Selkirk, on the other part:
Witnesseth that for and in consideration of the annual present or quit rent hereinafter mentioned, the said
Chiefs have given, granted and confirmed, and do, by these presents, give, grant and confirm unto our
Sovereign Lord the King all that tract of land adjacent to Red River and Ossiniboyne River, beginning at the
mouth of Red River and extending along same as far as Great Forks at the mouth of Red Lake River, and
along Ossiniboyne River, otherwise called Riviere des Champignons, and extending to the distance of six
miles from Fort Douglas on every side, and likewise from Fort Daer, and also from the Great Forks and in
other parts extending in breadth to the distance of two English statute miles back from the banks of the said
rivers, on each side, together with all the appurtenances whatsoever of the said tract of land, to have and to
hold forever the said tract of land and appurtenances to the use of the said Earl of Selkirk, and of the settlers
being established thereon, with the consent and permission of our Sovereign Lord the King, or of the said
Earl of Selkirk. Provided always, and these presents are under the express condition that the said Earl, his
heirs and successors, or their agents, shall annually pay to the Chiefs and warriors and successors, or their
agents, shall annually pay to the Chiefs and warriors of the Chippeway or Saulteaux Nation, the present or
quit rent consisting of one hundred pounds weight of good and merchantable tobacco, to be delivered on or
before the tenth day of October at the forks of Ossiniboyne River—and to the Chiefs and warriors of the
Killistine or Cree Nation, a like present or quit rent of one hundred pounds of tobacco, to be delivered to
them on or before the said tenth day of October, at Portage de la Prairie, on the banks of Ossiniboyne River.
Provided always that the traders hitherto established upon any part of the above-mentioned tract of land
shall not be molested in the possession of the lands which they have already cultivated and improved, till His
Majesty’s pleasure shall be known.
In witness whereof the Chiefs aforesaid have set their marks, at the Forks of Red River on the day aforesaid.
(Signed) SELKIRK.
MACHE WHESEAB,
His x mark
Le Sonnant.
MECHKADDEWIKONAIE,
His x mark
La robe noire.
Signed in the presence of
THOMAS THOMAS,

KAYAJIESKEBINOA
His x mark
L’Homme Noir.

JAMES BIRD,
F. MATTHEY,
Captain.
P. D’ORSONNENS,
Captain.

PEGOWIS
His x mark
OUCKIDOAT,
His x mark
Le Premier.

MILES MACDONNELL.
J. BTE. CHARLES DE LORIMER.
LOUIS NOLIN, Interpreter.
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“These men had entered into
written agreements with Lord
Selkirk, and were to be paid at a
certain rate per month, for
navigating the boats or canoes to
Red River. They were further to
have lands assigned to them in the
settlement, if they chose to
remain; and otherwise to be
conveyed, at his Lordship’s
expense, either to Montreal or
Europe. As the event proved, they
preferred the former…”33
Alexander Ross,
Red River colonist

29 Red River settlers, including de Meuron soldiers as portrayed by Peter
Rindisbacher

Among the 51 military households was that of Andreas Koegto, an
unmarried man who continued to reside in the Red River 33
settlement until at least 1818. Andreas Koegto is the earliest
known Grand Duchy Lithuanian in Canada. 34

28 The Great Flood of 1826, one of the largest floods ever of the Red River

Unfortunately, the presence of the de Meurons and de Wattevilles
was not to last. The group was faced with many obstacles,
particularly continuing conflict with the fur traders and their fellow
settlers. The first group of soldiers left for the Minnesota area of
the United States in 1821 and, after an epic and disastrous flood,
the remainder left in 1826.35

“As the waters subsided, the
future movements of the colonists
became the subject of anxious
discussion and they soon found
themselves divided into two
parties; the one consisting of
those who were still resolved, in
defiance of all obstacles, to
remain at Red River; the other
comprising the Swiss emigrants,
the de Meurons, and other restless
spirits, … and were now resolved
to try their fortunes elsewhere.
This party, now on the wing to be
off, …and so little was their
further residence in the colony
desired, that food and other
necessaries were furnished to
them gratis by the Company, with
a view of hastening their
departure. The emigrating party,
consisting of 243 individuals, took
their departure for the United
States on the 24th of June and we
saw them no more.”35
Alexander Ross,
Red River colonist
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30 The census of the Red River Colony

at August 1818 shows Andreas “Korgto” as number 21 of the de Meuron settlers on page 2.
Andreas Koegto, if he had not migrated in 1821, would have been in this last group to leave Canada.
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Going Home

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Repatriated to Europe

31 Kingston Gazette, June 1, 1816

The remaining de Watteville men moved to Sorel, Quebec. As
required by the capitulation they were provided with travelling money
and passage first to the Foreign Depot at Harwich, England, then on to
Europe. On October 24, 1816, the last group of de Wattevilles were
discharged and repatriated.
All the men received a small pension. Even in these early days the
pension could be converted to a single cash sum and most of the men
did that. Invalided men were treated the same as regular British
soldiers and were granted Royal Chelsea Hospital Pensions. The
injuries listed for these Chelsea pensioners included both wounds due
to combat such as “musket ball in the left leg” or “contraction of left
arm caused by musket ball wound” and disabilities reflecting the
heavy toll taken by long stretches of military service in adverse
conditions: “pulmonic affection and being worn out”.

Joseph Alexowitz
Pavat Balsiz
Jean Bobel
Stanislaus Bokath
Jean Borgossky
Francesco Borovas
Joseph Bullat
George Dereskowitz
Michel Dabuševičius
Jacob Dutkowsky
Johan Flurea
Florentz Gablinsky
Albert Gogosky
Adam Jesaidis
Anton Jatzowitz
Jean Joseph
Matthias Karigor
Vincent Korsinsky
Albert Labosh
Martin Lenkowich
Joseph Lewosky
Francis Levait
Pierre Lisaidis
Michel Lukaidis
Adam Madiosaidis
Matthias Makoletz
Daniel Mayer
Angelo Mayhi
Theodore Polaisky Alexander
Porel
Johan Pouwara
Mathias Rathiavicz
Martin Raubeidet
Frederic Redick
Anton Ronaitis
Thomas Rosseck
Frantz Salosky
Waltromo Schnorzky
Paul Shelensky
Jean Senky
Matthias Zukofsky

32 Kingston Gazette, June 1, 1816
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“Whenever a Reduction shall
take place … Officers, Noncommissioned Officers,
Drummers and Privates shall
be brought to England at the
expense of the Publick, and
shall be allowed at the Rate of
Two Pence…, from the point of
Debarkation or the Continent
to their respective Homes,
unless from the immediate
Station of the Regiment it
should be more advantageous
for them to receive an
Allowance…in aid of their
Travelling expenses…”30
25th clause of the
Capitulation of the Regiment
de Watteville, December 24,
1802

Grand Duchy Soldiers
Chelsea Pensioners
Francesco Borovas
Jean Joseph
Michel Kortzinsky
Joseph Lewosky
Joseph Nowitzky
Mathias Rathiavicz
John Rattaville
Thomas Saschila
33 Page 1 of the record of Chelsea pensioner Francesco Borovas of the de Watteville Regiment

These men would also have been repatriated to Europe when they were discharged.
The story of the 99 men, born in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, members of Napoleon’s army, was a
typical one for many who came to Canada. There were opportunities to stay and be a part of the
development of Eastern Canada through the building of the Rideau Canal and to contribute to the
development of Western Canada through the Red River settlement. Although just one man took the
opportunity given, by participating in the War of 1812, all of them contributed to the survival and
development of Canada as a nation.
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Table 1. The soldiers, their birthplaces and details of their enlistment, see endnote 5.
Table 2. Nationalities found in the de Watteville Regiment, 1811, Nichols, Alistair, op. cit., p. 125.
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